Some further inequalities which characterize inner-product spaces among normed linear spaces are derived by averaging characters of locally compact groups.
Comparing results in
with the Schoenberg characterization:
(5, ~) For all x,y in S, 2~\\\x + v||2 + \\x -yf) ~2, in words: the average of \\x + zy\\2 over the group {1, -1} -2, of inner-product spaces (see Day, Normed linear spaces, Chapter VII, §3, for a general view of such characterizations) suggested that a modification of the proof of the Dvoretsky-Rogers Theorem (op. cit., p. 80, Lemma 1) would prove a family of "averaging" characterizations of inner-product spaces. For notation, T is the circle group in the complex plane, S is the unit sphere {^|||^|| = 1} in a normed space N, and ~ means one of the relations < , = , or > but the same one for all x and v in S. *g(*>v)= f \\x + zy\\2 dH(z).
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